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A Demon's Wrath
Despite her dear friend Jane Austen's warning against
teaching, Arabella Dempsey accepts a position at a
girls' school in Bath, just before Christmas. She hardly
imagines coming face-to-face with French aristocrats
and international spies. Reginald "Turnip" FitzhughPage 1/22
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often mistaken for the elusive spy known as the Pink
Carnation-has blundered into danger before. When
Turnip and Arabella find their Christmas pudding
yielding a cryptic message, they are launched on a
Yuletide adventure. Will they find poinsettias-or peril?

Pardonable Lies
Includes an abridged edition of 1908 catalog issued
under title: English prose fiction list of about 800 title.

The Seduction of the Crimson Rose
In World War I Paris, Opaline Duplessi, an employee at
the famous La Fantasie Russie jewelry store, spends
her time making trench watches for soldiers at the
front, and mourning jewelry for the mothers, wives,
and lovers of those who have fallen. People say that
Opaline's creations are magical, a word she would
rather not use. But she does have a rare gift, a form
of lithomancy that allows her to translate the energy
emanating from the stones and receive messages
from beyond the grave. In her mind, she is not a
mystic, but merely a messenger, giving voice to
soldiers who died before they were able to properly
express themselves to loved ones. Until one day, one
of these fallen soldiers communicates a message
directly to her, and Opaline sets off on a journey into
the darkest corners of wartime Paris and across the
English Channel, where the exiled Romanov dowager
empress waits to discover the fate of her family. --

The Deception of the Emerald Ring
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NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED! In the latest Pink
Carnation novel from New York Times bestselling
author Lauren Willig, rumors spreading among the ton
turn deadly as a young couple unites to solve a
mystery. In October of 1806, the Little Season is in full
swing, and Sally Fitzhugh has had enough of the
endless parties and balls. With a rampant vampire
craze sparked by the novel The Convent of Orsino, it
seems no one can speak of anything else. But when
Sally hears a rumor that the reclusive Duke of
Belliston is an actual vampire, she cannot resist the
challenge of proving such nonsense false. At a ball in
Belliston Square, she ventures across the gardens and
encounters the mysterious Duke. Lucien, Duke of
Belliston, is well versed in the trouble gossip can
bring. He’s returned home to dispel the rumors of
scandal surrounding his parents’ deaths, which hint at
everything from treason to dark sorcery. While he
searches for the truth, he welcomes his fearsome
reputation—until a woman is found dead in Richmond.
Her blood drained from her throat. Lucien and Sally
join forces to stop the so-called vampire from killing
again. Someone managed to get away with killing the
last Duke of Belliston. But they won’t kill this
duke—not if Sally has anything to say about it.
READERS GUIDE INCLUDED

The Temptation of the Night Jasmine
Miss Julianne Gatewick is in a pickle. It started when
her brother's best friend-for whom she's long nursed a
secret tendre-agreed to act as her guardian for the
Season, only to seduce her with a risqué waltz. But
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when the music stopped and the expectant ton
waited for Marc Darcett, Earl of Hawkfield, to claim
her as his own, he made his disinterest clear. Rather
than succumb to humiliation, Julianne does what any
self-respecting, recently discarded young miss with a
wicked sense of humor would do. She secretly pens a
lady's guide to enticing unrepentant rakes . . . and it
becomes the hottest scandal sheet in London. Every
honorable rake knows that friends' sisters are
forbidden. But suddenly Julienne has a spark of
mischief in her eyes that Hawk can't resist. Try as he
might to push her away, he spends his days listening
for her laughter and his nights dreaming of kissing her
senseless. He's always avoided innocents and their
marriage-minded mothers, but has the man least
likely to wed finally met his match?

A Touch of Crimson
Refusing the advances of special agent Vaughn
Roberts, the best man in her sister's wedding,
investment banker Sidney Sinclair soon discovers that
the sexy playboy, who won't take "no" for an answer,
is after much more than just a one-night stand.

The Mischief of the Mistletoe
But now she has a million questions about the Pink
Carnation's deadly French nemesis, the Black Tulip.
And she's pretty sure that her handsome onagain, offagain crush, Colin Selwick, has the answers
somewhere in his archives. But what she discovers in
an old codebook is something juicier than she ever
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imagined.

The Darkest Seduction
Lauren Willig's Pink Carnation novels have been called
"fun [and] fresh" (Kirkus Reviews) and "clever and
playful " (Detroit Free Press). Now she introduces
readers to a mismatched pair who find passion in the
most astonishing of places Secret agent Augustus
Whittlesby has spent a decade undercover in France,
posing as an insufferably bad poet. The French
surveillance officers can’t bear to read his work
closely enough to recognize the information drowned
in a sea of verbiage. New York-born Emma Morris
Delagardie is a thorn in Augustus’s side. An old school
friend of Napoleon’s stepdaughter, she came to
France with her uncle, eloped with a Frenchman, and
has been rattling around the salons of Paris ever
since. Now widowed, she entertains herself by holding
a weekly salon, and loudly critiquing Augustus’s
poetry. As Napoleon pursues his plans for the invasion
of England, Whittlesby hears of a top-secret device to
be demonstrated at a house party. The catch? The
only way in is with Emma, who has been asked to
write a masque for the weekend’s entertainment. In
this complicated masque within a masque, nothing
goes quite as scripted—especially Augustus’s
unexpected feelings for Emma.

Cover of Darkness
The top spies of England and France contend with one
another in 1803 Ireland, while Letty Alsworthy finds
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herself forcibly married to her sister's undesirable
fiancâe.

Through a Glass Darkly
"Once an Innocent by Elizabeth Boyce is a fantastic
espionage romance that has some surprising action
and gripping drama. If you are a 007 fan, you will be
entertained by this novel." --The Romance Reviews
Jordan Atherton, Viscount Freese, returned from the
Peninsular War scarred and ready to live as a
dissolute bachelor. Society knows nothing of his
secret occupation or of the obligation binding him to
Lintern Abbey, the estate he loathes. When his
Foreign Office superiors discover a network of French
agents near his country home, Jordan quickly devises
a house party scheme to cover the influx of his men
hunting the enemy. With no time to lose and political
stability hanging in the balance, Jordan turns to his
friend, the Duke of Monthwaite, for help. Would the
duke be so kind as to loan Jordan some ladies to
populate his party? When the women arrive at Lintern
Abbey, it's the Duke's own sister, Naomi, who catches
Jordan's eye. Despite her pleas to stay home, Naomi
soon finds herself intrigued by the handsome and
enigmatic viscount. But she quickly realizes this
house party is not all it seems. The estate itself is
neglected by its master, as is Jordan's ward, a
mysterious Spanish orphan. When Naomi demands
answers, Jordan distracts her by indulging their
mutual attraction. With danger drawing closer, Naomi
must uncover the truth and protect the home and
people she's coming to love--including the maddening
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Lord Freese.

The Crimson Corset
In the third novel of this bestselling series from,
London investigator Maisie Dobbs faces grave danger
as she returns to the site of her most painful WWI
memories to resolve the mystery of a pilot's death. A
deathbed plea from his wife leads Sir Cecil Lawton to
seek the aid of Maisie Dobbs, psychologist and
investigator. As Maisie soon learns, Agnes Lawton
never accepted that her aviator son was killed in the
Great War, a torment that led her not only to the edge
of madness but to the doors of those who practice the
dark arts and commune with the spirit world. In
accepting the assignment, Maisie finds her spiritual
strength tested, as well as her regard for her mentor,
Maurice Blanche. The mission also brings her together
once again with her college friend Priscilla Evernden,
who served in France and who lost three brothers to
the war—one of whom, it turns out, had an intriguing
connection to the missing Ralph Lawton. Following on
the heels of Jacqueline Winspear's triumphant Birds of
a Feather, PARDONABLE LIES is the most compelling
installment yet in the chronicles of Maisie Dobbs, "a
heroine to cherish" (Marilyn Stasio, The New York
Times Book Review).

That Summer
The Crimson Corset is a representation of human
descent, the power of influence, the corruption of
greed, the savagery of addiction, the lust for
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domination it is a representation of the human will,
and a testament to the strength of family ties, as told
through contemporary vampire literature.

How to Seduce a Scoundrel
In an imaginative and masterful work of history,
Pulitzer Prize-winner Sebastian de Grazia has created
two memorable characters. Nineteen-year-old Oliver
Huggins is in for the tutorial of his life. For twelve
afternoons, Claire St. John, a beguiling British
graduate student, will reveal to him the untold story
of American Constitutional history. Her means: the
Socratic method. Her message: that the Constitution
was itself unconstitutional, and that its authors'
inability to choose a name for the republic muddied
the document's meaning for the future ahead.
Through these "tutorials" de Grazia passes in review
our most revered heroes—Jefferson, Washington,
Marshall, Lincoln, and Thoreau—revealing the
complexity of their characters. St. John's unsettling
tales arouse more in her disciple than intellectual
curiosity. Their relationship unrolls in so humorous
and seductive a way that only a musty academic
could object. Satirical, intelligent, and sure-handed, A
Country with No Name combines history and
literature, politics and law to reinvigorate our best
traditions.

The Secret History of the Pink Carnation
Targeted by a terrorist cell. Bryn McAllister survives a
bombing at the U.S. Embassy in Beirut only to be left
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to die in a desert cellar. When she’s rescued by SEAL
Lieutenant Declan McCabe and his team, Bryn must
rely on him and his team to get her to safety. But just
when she thinks the nightmare is over, she and
McCabe are recruited to help track down the terrorist
mastermind responsible for the attack. Now they’re
both fighting for their lives. With Bryn determined to
see the terrorist brought to justice, Dec joins up to
protect her, prepared to do whatever it takes to keep
her safe during their hazardous mission. Battling the
explosive attraction between them, Dec fights to keep
his distance from her so he can do his job and keep
her alive. And when everything go sideways and Bryn
is captured, he must make the agonizing choice
between his duty as a SEAL and the life of the woman
he loves.

The Orchid Affair
When 16-year-old Scarlett Wakefield transfers from
St. Tabby’s to Wakefield Hall Collegiate, she is
relieved that no one knows her dark, haunting secret.
A few months ago, Scarlett was invited to an elite
party with a guest list full of the hottest names in
British society, including Dan McAndrew. Before the
party, Scarlett had only imagined what it would be
like to have her first kiss with Dan, but on the
penthouse terrace, Dan leaned in close and she no
longer had to wonder. Their kiss was beautiful and
perfect and magical, and then . . . Dan McAndrew
took his last breath as she held him in her arms. No
one knows how or why Dan died, and everyone at St.
Tabby’s believes Scarlett had something to do with it.
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But now that she’s safely hidden away at Wakefield
Hall, Scarlett would rather forget that it ever
happened. Only she can’t. Especially when she
receives an anonymous note that will set her on the
path to clearing her name and finding out what really
happened to the first and last boy she kissed. From
the Hardcover edition.

It Happened One Wedding
Veteran governess Laura Grey joins the Selwick Spy
School expecting to find elaborate disguises and
thrilling adventures in service to the spy known as the
Pink Carnation. She hardly expects her first
assignment to be serving as governess for the
children of André Jaouen, right-hand man to
Bonaparte's minister of police. At first the job is as
lively as Latin, but Laura begins to notice Jaouen's
increasingly strange behavior. As Laura edges closer
to her employer, she is surprised to learn that she has
much in common with him. And Jaouen finds he's
hired more than he's bargained for

Ready for King's Seduction
"Lives up to every expectation. It's magnificent!" Cleveland Plain Dealer Sourcebooks Landmark
proudly reintroduces this classic historical novel.
Karleen Koen's sweeping saga contains unforgettable
characters consumed with passion: the extraordinarily
beautiful fifteen-year-old noblewoman, Barbara
Alderley; the man she adores, the wickedly handsome
Roger MontGeoffry; her grandmother, the duchess,
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who rules the family with cunning and wit; and her
mother, the ineffably cruel, self-centered and
licentious Diana. Like no other work, Through a Glass
Darkly is infused with intrigue, sweetened by romance
and awash in the black ink of betrayal. * Sold 130,000
hardcover and 600,000 mass paperback * New York
Times bestseller for five consecutive months * A
former Book of the Month Club Main Selection PRAISE
FOR THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY: "A completely
involving storypower, greed, family conflict, burning
ambition and passion kindle the plot. Readers will be
captivated!" - Publishers Weekly "Fast-paced and fun
to read!" - Glamour "Engaging, elegant, chock full of
sex and gossip." - Philadelphia Inquirer

The Temptation of the Night Jasmine
Seduce Me at Sunrise, the second book in the
Hathaways series by beloved author Lisa Kleypas. Kev
Merripen has longed for the beautiful, well-bred
Winnifred Hathaway ever since her family rescued
him from the brink of death when he was just a boy.
But this handsome Gypsy is a man of mysterious
origins—and he fears that the darkness of his past
could crush delicate, luminous Win. So Kev refuses to
submit to temptationand before long Win is torn from
him by a devastating twist of fate. Then, Win returns
to Englandonly to find that Kev has hardened into a
man who will deny love at all costs. Meantime, an
attractive, seductive suitor has set his sights on Win.
It's now or never for Kev to make his move. But first,
he must confront a dangerous secret about his
destiny—or risk losing the only woman he has lived
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Fiction Catalog
Even a lone wolf must one day claim his mate. I
expected what I came for in Wallachia: a job as a
governess and a fresh beginning, far away from all
that tormented me in England. Instead, I found a
sinister manor house with secrets lurking down every
dim corridor. Eerie, erotic nightmares plague my
sleep—inspired, no doubt, by tales of the village’s
mystical guardians and my darkly handsome
employer. Ioan Marcu is as enigmatic as the lands
where he and his daughter make their home. The
locals say that he is cursed, that he is behind the
questionable circumstances of his first wife’s death.
But I feel an almost supernatural pull toward him,
despite the wall of solitude he’s built around himself.
Our passion has reached a fever pitch, and I know we
must confront the consequences of our lust. For Ioan
is no normal man, and I may just be the key to his
powers’ full potential. This book is approximately
43,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is
part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the
romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a
promise! Carina Press acknowledges the editorial
services of Mackenzie Walton

Carolina Moon
In the final Pink Carnation novel from the New York
Times bestselling author of The Mark of the Midnight
Manzanilla, Napoleon has occupied Lisbon, and Jane
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Wooliston, aka the Pink Carnation, teams up with a
rogue agent to protect the escaped Queen of
Portugal. Portugal, December 1807. Jack Reid, the
British agent known as the Moonflower (formerly the
French agent known as the Moonflower), has been
stationed in Portugal and is awaiting his new contact.
He does not expect to be paired with a
woman—especially not the legendary Pink Carnation.
All of Portugal believes that the royal family departed
for Brazil just before the French troops marched into
Lisbon. Only the English government knows that mad
seventy-three-year-old Queen Maria was spirited
away by a group of loyalists determined to rally a
resistance. But as the French garrison scours the
countryside, it’s only a matter of time before she’s
found and taken. It’s up to Jane to find her first and
ensure her safety. But she has no knowledge of
Portugal or the language. Though she is loath to
admit it, she needs the Moonflower. Operating alone
has taught her to respect her own limitations. But she
knows better than to show weakness around the
Moonflower—an agent with a reputation for brilliance,
a tendency toward insubordination, and a history of
going rogue. READERS GUIDE INCLUDED From the
Trade Paperback edition.

Crimson Rose
Mrs. Anne Smythe's Healing Spa and Bathing
Emporium is a haven for fashionable women who
believe the waters have aphrodisiac properties. Yet
the prim proprietress never thinks of testing that
theory-until grievously injured Captain Stephen
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Chamberlin is deposited on her doorstep. Every
minute the war hero spends under her roof courts
scandal. It isn't long before she discovers that having
such a man at her mercy arouses her in ways she
never thought possible as their "therapeutic" sessions
in the hot springs have become steamy trysts Anne
wishes would never end Stephen thought he had
reached his lowest point when the war rendered him
an invalid. He's proven wrong when his sister and
best friend leave him in the care of the tantalizing
Mrs. Anne Smythe. Yet as the healing waters work
their magic, so does the widow Smythe. Beneath her
unflappable exterior lies an alluring woman: warm,
witty, and refreshingly open to sensual
experimentation. But when mutual pleasure turns to
forbidden love, can two people outwit the forces that
would see them torn apart?

Once an Innocent
The last few years have not been kind to Rose. She
has lost her husband and is currently residing with an
abusive boyfriend. Furthermore, an enigmatic but
very handsome man is stalking her. Ultimately, she
finds that he is a supernatural being from heaven; or
perhaps he has emerged from the depths of hell.
Regardless, from his pointed teeth to his blood-kissed
lips, Stefan is indeed a vampire, a creature Rose once
thought only existed in folklore. He has emerged from
the sinister darkness and come to claim her as his
own. Stefan Hansen has seen the very worst of
mankind. Before his transitioning, he had endured the
horrors of World War II and the violent loss of his
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Jewish love. Thinking that the past was dead, he could
not have been more wrong. And an apparition from
his past was scheming to prove it with destructive
intentions.

The Mark of the Midnight Manzanilla
Puzzled, Charlotte lifted the small piece of paper and
opened it. In a bold, scrawling hand were written all of
two words. Forgive me. After years abroad, Robert,
Duke of Dovedale, has returned to England to avenge
the murder of his mentor. To uncover the murderer's
identity, he must infiltrate the infamous, secret
Hellfire Club. But the duke has no idea that an even
more difficult challenge awaits him - in a romanticminded young lady. Charlotte Lansdowne remembers
Robert from her childhood and when she takes up a
bit of espionage - investigating a plot to kidnap the
king - Robert soon realises that she is more than the
perfect partner in crime.

The Garden Intrigue
Feeling unfulfilled in the face of an imminent legal
partnership and a broken engagement, Manhattan
lawyer Clementine Evans learns of a long-buried
family secret that leads her to the inner circles of
World War I British society and the red hills of Kenya.
By the award-winning author of the Pink Carnation
series. 100,000 first printing.

Overexposed
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A New York Times extended list bestseller in
hardcover-the sensational sixth book in the national
bestselling Pink Carnation series. Whisked away to
nineteenth-century India, Penelope Deveraux plunges
into the court intrigues of the Nizam of Hyderabad,
where no one is quite what they seem. New to this
strange and exotic country- where a dangerous spy
called the Marigold leaves venomous cobras as his
calling card-she can trust only one man: Captain Alex
Reid. With danger looming from local warlords,
treacherous court officials, and French spies, Alex and
Penelope may be all that stand in the way of a plot
designed to rock the very foundations of the British
Empire Watch a Video

The Masque of the Black Tulip
Songs of Innocence and Experience is a collection of
poems by William Blake in two phases. "Innocence"
and "Experience" are definitions of consciousness that
rethink Milton's existential-mythic states of "Paradise"
and the "Fall." Blake's categories are modes of
perception that tend to coordinate with a chronology
that would become standard in Romanticism:
childhood is a state of protected innocence rather
than original sin, but not immune to the fallen world
and its institutions. This world sometimes impinges on
childhood itself, and in any event becomes known
through "experience," a state of being marked by the
loss of childhood vitality, by fear and inhibition, by
social and political corruption, and by the manifold
oppression of Church, State, and the ruling classes.
The volume's "Contrary States" are sometimes
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signalled by patently repeated or contrasted titles: in
Innocence, Infant Joy, in Experience, Infant Sorrow; in
Innocence, The Lamb, in Experience, The Fly and The
Tyger. The stark simplicity of poems such as The
Chimney Sweeper and The Little Black Boy display
Blake's acute sensibility to the realities of poverty and
exploitation that accompanied the "dark satanic mills"
of the Industrial Revolution'.

More Than Seduction
A spy, Gwendolyn Meadows, and a British colonel,
William Reid, join forces to investigate the sudden
disappearances of a number of young ladies in the
tenth installment of the best-selling series following
The Garden Intrigue. Original.

The Secret Language of Stones
For years, Rose Clancy dreamed of her brother's best
friend, Lucas King, but touching him was off-limits.
And Rose, always dutiful, kept her distance. Until a
recent chance meeting leads Lucas to hire her for
intimate, nightly cooking classes. The heat between
them quickly ignites. Wealthy, powerful, commanding,
Lucas runs his life like he runs his business…and Rose
knows his interest in her can't be all that it seems. But
Lucas makes her feel wanted—like he can't get
enough. So no matter what secrets eventually come
to light, Rose is more than ready for Lucas King.

The Betrayal of the Blood Lily
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Though they carry an eternal curse, the Lords of the
Underworld are irresistibly seductive—and
unimaginably powerful… Don't miss a single book in
this stunning paranormal series from New York Times
bestselling author Gena Showalter! Possessed by the
demon of Promiscuity, immortal warrior Paris is
irresistibly seductive—but his potent allure comes at a
terrible price. Every night he must bed someone new,
or weaken and die. And the woman he craves above
all others is the one woman he'd thought was forever
beyond his reach…until now. Newly possessed by the
demon of Wrath, Sienna Blackstone is racked by a
ruthless need to punish those around her. Yet in
Paris's arms, the vulnerable beauty finds soul-searing
passion and incredible peace. Until a blood feud
between ancient enemies heats up. Will the battle
against gods, angels and creatures of the night bind
them eternally—or tear them apart? Book 9 of Lords
of the Underworld. Originally published in 2012.

The Ashford Affair
A Deep Dark Call
Inheriting a London house from an unknown relative,
Julia begins work on the house at the side of an
alluring antiques dealer before discovering an old
painting that reveals the house's shrouded history
and the story of a mid-19th-century woman trapped
in a loveless marriage. 60,000 first printing.

The Lure of the Moonflower
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Returning to the hometown where her best friend
Hope had been murdered as a girl, Tory Bodeen
decides to face down her memories from that awful
night and, in doing so, forges a relationship with
Hope's older brother Cade Lavelle. Reissue. 150,000
first printing.

Kiss Me Kill Me
A continuation of the series that began with The
Masque of the Black Tulip and The Deception of the
Emerald Ring finds Mary accepting a secret
assignment from spy Lord Vaughn to infiltrate the
Black Tulip's operation in order to prevent an invasion
of England. 40,000 first printing.

The Passion of the Purple Plumeria
Returning to his English estate to avenge his mentor's
murder during the 1803 Battle of Assaye, the duke of
Dovedale infiltrates a secretive club where he
encounters Lady Charlotte, who has loved him since
childhood. By the author of The Seduction of the
Crimson Rose. 40,000 first printing.

Beneath a Silent Moon
Book description to come.

A Country With No Name
Isabella Natale is living a double life. By day she turns
out desserts in the family bakery. But at night she
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transforms into The Crimson Rose, Chicago's hottest
exotic dancer, an enigmatic siren whose velvet mask
and G-string drive men wild. Nobody knows about her
secret—not even Nick Santori, the strip club's hot new
bodyguard…and her first crush. He'd always treated
little "Izzy" as just another sweet kid. But there's
nothing sweet about his sizzling reaction to Rose….
So what's a girl to do but show the man of her dreams
that while it's okay to look, it's much better to touch?

Songs of Innocence and Experience
Presents a comprehensive guide for librarians and
readers' advisors, provides a brief history of the
romance novel, and offers reading lists and subgenre
definitions.

Romance Fiction
This carefully crafted ebook: "THE BLACK TULIP
(Historical Adventure Novel)” is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and detailed table of
contents. The story begins with the 1672 lynching of
the Dutch Grand Pensionary Johan de Witt and his
brother Cornelis by a wild mob of their own
countrymen, considered by many as one of the most
painful episodes in Dutch history, described by Dumas
with a dramatic intensity. The city of Haarlem,
Netherlands, has set a prize of ƒ100, 000 to the
person who can grow a black tulip, sparking
competition between the country's best gardeners to
win the money, honor and fame. Only the city's oldest
citizens remember the Tulip Mania thirty years prior,
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and the citizens throw themselves into the
competition. The young and bourgeois Cornelius van
Baerle has almost succeeded but is suddenly thrown
into the Loevestein prison… Alexandre Dumas, père
(1802-1870) was a French writer whose works have
been translated into nearly 100 languages and he is
one of the most widely read French authors. His most
famous works are The Count of Monte Cristo and The
Three Musketeers.

THE BLACK TULIP (Historical Adventure
Novel)
Angel Adrian Mitchell tries to convince Lindsay Gibson
that she is actually Shadoe, the woman he loves and
keeps losing, in a new body, while dealing with a pack
of rogue vampires and a lycan revolt.

Seduce Me at Sunrise
Leaving Harvard to complete her dissertation on the
Scarlet Pimpernel and the Purple Gentian in England,
Eloise Kelly discovers lost historical information that
reveals the secret life of the most elusive spy of all
time, a figure who single-handedly saved England
from Napoleon's invasion. A first novel. Reprint.
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